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With the development of globalization, China is more and more frequently
communicating and exchanging with the outside world. Given the situation, English
news,as a window for overseas people to understand China, assumes great
responsibility.
And with the rise of internet in recent years, official media like Xinhua News
Agency, China Daily and CGTN (the new version of CCTV News) are sparing no
efforts to improve international publicity from multiple media platforms so as to
represent China in an all-around way, which demands more English translation of
higher quality of Chinese news.
There are mainly two types of English journalists: news talents whose English
are not so good and English talents who do not have enough news knowledge, which
makes the quality of English news not so professional. Moreover, a lot of differences
in language, culture and politics existing between China and the Western world
contribute to problems of C-E news translation.
C-E news adaptation, is the process of translating plus editing. Journalists or
editors need to overcome language and cultural obstacles, consider our political
claims and objectives of foreign publicity, and translate in a way that Westerners can
accept. That is to say, they need to translate with these purposes, which we can say it
is a purposeful translation. Therefore, journalists or editors need a comprehensive and
systemic theoretical guidance to overcome these difficulties and improve the quality
of C-E news adaptation.
Having gone through so many translation theories, the author of the paper found
that German Functionalist translation theory represented by the skopos theory can be a
guidance for C-E news adaptation and several approaches to improve the quality of
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Nowadays China has surpassed Japan and become the second largest economies in the
world. And China’s overall national strength has greatly improved since a lot of great
changes have taken place in the development of the country. Chinese leaders
continuously stress the importance of cultural soft power to make the world get better
impression of China. In such an open environment, news plays a critical role in
building China’s soft power. Therefore, the development of news translation has great
expectations and more chances. In the meanwhile, news translation is confronted with
new requirements of further improving quality and enhancing the establishment of
professional translators’ teams.
In improving the quality of translation,the skopos theory is of great significance,
as it can better realize text transformation, cultural exchange and news spreading.
Applying a suitable theory into news translating will better serve the purpose of
spreading Chinese news and China’s open policy in the process of international
publicity of Chinese culture and developing situation.
1.2 Thesis Significance
It has been discussed above that Chinese news translation or adaptation is of great
importance in improving China’s international images and make people all over the
world learn more about China. Under such circumstance, there appeared a lot of
media platform to introduce China in foreign language, of which China Daily, Xinhua
news agency and CCTV NEWS (changed into CGTN) etc are most read at home and
abroad.
Despite that these media platforms have been committed to creating news
content high quality that is helpful for foreigners to better understand China, there still















cause difficulties. And on a micro level, current translators tend to translate regardless
of news features and target readers, or rather the difference of the two
languages--English and Chinese,which contributes to the occurrence of a great deal of
mistakes and misunderstanding. Besides, it should be taken into consideration that
news has its own characteristics. All of these mentioned above make news adaptation
not easy.
1.3 Literature Review
Globalization has been an inevitable trend nowadays. China has become the second
largest economy in the world and communicates more closely and frequently with the
rest of the world. Therefore, it is of great necessity to improve our soft power in
culture and adopt more active and effective approaches to promote our national image.
English news is the window for foreigners to learn China. So how to improve
translations of Chinese news and adapt them for international communication is of
enormous significance.
C-E news adaptation (i.e. English translating and editing of Chinese news) has
been developing over the years. However, there are still so many problems existing
that can be categorized into two kinds in general.
First of all, in the face of great challenges of journalism, it is urgent for
professional English journalists to improve C-E news writing. The fact is, however, it
is not easy to find such professional talents. Generally speaking, English news
journalists are of two kinds. On one hand, some English news journalists are English
majors who are very good at English writing and have enough knowledge of Western
countries but having little knowledge of journalism. On the other hand, some are news
majors who have sufficient sense of journalism while they are poor in English. Given
the two reasons, it is very common to see many unqualified news works, thus having
very bad impact on news spreading among foreigners and building our national image
(卢卫中，2002:15-18).















Some books and journals began to give some suggestions and guidance to news
adaptation at the end of 20th century. Some papers attempting to probe into this area
were published in Shanghai Journal of Translators for Science and Technology and
Chinese Translators’ Journal(陈明瑶，2001:33-35).
And the 21st century witnesses several books published as guidance in this area,
among which the earliest one was English News Adaptation by Liu Xuncheng,
professor of Xiamen University studying Journalism. And in 2009, Liu Qizhong
published his News Writing in English Based on Information in Chinese, which is a
relatively comprehensive guiding book for English news writing. And in 2010,
English Journalism Study was published by Zhang Jian to probe into English news
writing and translation on the macro level.
The books and papers mentioned above did make a great deal of contribution for
news adaptation, while their deficiency is apparent(俞建村，2001:25-27).Some of
them just pay attention to translation techniques while ignoring the difference
between news adaptation and news translation, some stress journalism development
while reducing the same importance of translation and the editing of the subject, and
some are just studying on general rules on the topic (Anderson, 1991:51-55). All in
all , studies on the subject take on a chaotic situation that lacks a comprehensive and
effective or fundamental theory. Moreover, the world is changing fast, the discussion
of news adaptation must change with the times.
News adaptation is the combination of news translating and editing (许明武，
2003:15). Therefore, choosing suitable translation theory as a direction is of great
necessity. The author of the thesis analyzed some translation theories home and
abroad and found that the skopos theory can be applied into Chinese news adaptation.
In one of the following chapters, the author of the thesis will give her explanation in















1.4 Theme and Structure of the Thesis
1.4.1 Theme and Data Collection
The thesis attempts to prove that skopos theory is effective and suitable to be applied
into English translation of Chinese news (or C-E news adaptation) and tries to explore
some efficient approaches to improve the quality of C-E news adaptation.
In consideration of the features of the study, the thesis is written mainly through
data collection and analysis of examples. Most of the data and examples are gathered
from: some official news platforms: such as the website and the app of China Daily,
Xinhua News Agency (overseas edition) and its subsidy Can Kao Xiao Xi (参考消息），
app, wechat and weibo of CGTN,and the website of China government.
1.4.2 Thesis Structure
The paper mainly consists of five parts.
Chapter One introduces research background, significance and questions. In the
meanwhile, research approaches and origins of data collection are also covered.
As one of the main parts of the thesis, Chapter Two makes a brief study of news ,
news translation and news adaptation including features and values of news and
difficulties in news adaptation. Besides, previous studies on news adaptation are also
discussed.
Chapter Three introduces the theoretical framework of the thesis---skopos theory,
including its origin, its basic concepts, general rules and translation valuations.
Moreover, why skopos theory is chosen by the author is discussed as well.
As the most important part of the paper, Chapter Four attempts to explore some
effective approaches to Chinese news adaptation under the guidance of skopos theory
such as addition, deletion, and etc.
The last part draws a conclusion of what has been discussed in the above four
parts. And at the same time, it also points out limitations of the thesis and intends to













Chapter II Brief Introduction of News Adaptation
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Chapter II Brief Introduction to News Adaptation
When you attempt to study a subject, it is of great necessity to get familiar with its
nature (周崇明，1997:138-143), which is the same with the thesis. To explore ways to
improve the quality of Chinese news adaptation, we shall, in the first place, learn the
nature of news and something closely related to it. This part will introduce what news
is.
2.1 Brief Introduction to news
2.1.1 Definition of News
At the mention of news, a lot of definitions of it have been put forward. Among
hundreds of definitions about news, the author thinks the notion of Lu Dingyi(陆定一,
1943:3-4) can be the most concise and penetrating. He wrote in the paper “Our Basic
Views About Journalism”, “News refers to facts happened in most recent times” (陆
定一 ,1943:3-4). And as for news translation, “it refers to the way or process of
expressing news in one language correctly by using another language” ( 冯
建,1995:23-26).
2.1.2 News Value and Language Features
2.1.2.1 News Value
News consists of facts. Not each fact, however, can make up of news. The nature of
news changes with time and place. One piece of news can make a sensation in a
country but may also be neglected easily in another country, which is decided on
whether the news has news values in specific places and time. News values are often
used by journalists and editors to make judgments whether a thing or an affair is
worth reporting.(刘训成, 2002:91）
There are mainly six factors that contribute to news values. They are as follows:
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